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Boat Dynamics and Force Rendering Models
for the SPRINT System
Alessandro Filippeschi, Member, IEEE, and Emanuele Ruffaldi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The skills professional rowing indoor training
(SPRINT) system is designed to support rowing training. The system includes a configurable instrumented rowing apparatus that
supports sculling and sweep rowing and that is coupled with a virtual reality display and haptic feedback. Herein, the system has
been updated with models that aim at improving force rendering
and at simulating the rowing dynamics. These new models support
the rendering of vertical and horizontal forces on the hands and
they estimate the effects that actions performed on SPRINT would
produce on an actual rowing shell. A proof of concept evaluation
with one expert and one intermediate rower included a comparison
of data gathered on an actual boat and with SPRINT. Outputs of
the boat dynamics model showed to be consistent when compared
both with the literature and on-boat data. Moreover, these preliminary data suggest boat dynamics output to be useful to discriminate
expertise. In addition, subjective ratings of kinematic features and
force rendering by expert and intermediate rowers indicated that
they find SPRINT suitable for training.
Index Terms—Biomechanic modeling, human capturing,
multimodal, rowing.

I. INTRODUCTION
RAINING in sports is a complex topic which comprises
many aspects of human behavior. Fundamental issues for
training are the assessment of trainee’s performance and the
effective and stable transfer of skills to the trainee. Coaches
and athletes are required to address these issues to obtain the
best results. Therefore, training devices should not only simulate the task in a realistic fashion, but should realize a training
loop in which trainees can carry out the task without confounding elements (i.e., inconsistency of the task simulation), their
performance data are captured and analyzed and feedback is
provided.
Within the SKILLS European project [1], a methodology for
training was developed: experts’ performances were captured
and analyzed in order to obtain a digital representation of their
skills. This representation was then exploited to develop multimodal interfaces that are able to transfer such skills from the experts to the trainees. Rowing was chosen as a case study for sport
training as it requires many motor and cognitive skills. Among
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Fig. 1.

SPRINT system in the immersive setup.

the skills that are required to become an elite rower, current
training protocols mostly aim at conditioning the physiological
ones, whereas technique and team coordination skills are qualitatively assessed by inspection during training sessions or by
means of videotapes analyses carried out long after the performance. Skills Professional Rowing Indoor Training (SPRINT)
system (see [2]–[5]), shown in Fig. 1, now includes the collection and processing of real-time information about the trainee’s
performance that is used to provide training feedback effective
for accelerating the learning of motor skills [6], [7] via Virtual
Environments [8], [9]
This paper focuses on the force rendering to the user (in
particular the vertical force rendering) and the task modeling
(i.e., the prediction of boat behavior based on the SPRINT input),
including forces and moments on the rower.
After a short summary of rowing bases, the state of the art of
the main aspects that deal with rowing simulation and SPRINT
are presented. Then, the paper focuses on the models that were
developed to improve the force rendering and the simulation
of boat’s dynamics. The results of the experiments carried out
to assess the force rendering and the boat’s model are then
presented and discussed.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Rowing Bases and Current Simulators
Rowing is an outdoor sport in which one or more rowers drive
a boat through the water. A rower’s interfaces with the boat are
the foot stretcher, the sliding seat and one or two oars, respectively, for sweep rowing and for sculling. Fig. 2 shows a race
boat along with the main components. The rower repeats cyclically the same sequence of movements, called stroke, which, in
turn, can be segmented into four phases. The blades immersion
is called the entry phase. The drive phase comprises leg and
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Fig. 2.
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Rowing single scull.

back action for the propulsion of the boat. When the rower’s
arms start pulling the finish phase begins. The recovery phase
includes, when the blades are removed from the water and the
arms are outstretched. More information about rowing can be
found in the FISA handbook [10].
Rowers are often forced by environmental factors to train
indoor using rowing simulators. The Gjessing ergometer [11]
was the most diffused from its development to late eighties.
Since early nineties, the Concept ergometers (Morrisville, VT,
USA) were adopted by rowing clubs and federations becoming
the international standard for indoor rowing training and rowers
evaluation. In both systems, the rower pulls a handle that is
connected by a belt or a chain to a device that resists motion.
Differently from outdoor rowing, rower forces and motion are
in the sagittal plane. Despite this limitation, these simulators are
affordable and support rowing training.
Recently, concept-like simulators tried to improve force rendering. For example, in Rowerwater (Warren, RI, USA) resistance is obtained by moving water instead of air, whereas in
Rowperfect [12] and in a later version of the concept the platform moves under the rower. This latter solution is closer to
outdoor rowing situation, where the hull slides under the rowers
which move at an almost constant absolute velocity.
During the last 15 years a new generation of rowing simulators were designed to improve outdoor rowing kinematics and
force rendering (e.g., Biorower (Wien, Austria), Oartec Rower
(Sydney, Australia)). However, the most advanced ones are in research and development (e.g., ETH M3 rowing simulator [13]).
The latter ones exploit data analysis and feedback to enhance
realism and training capabilities. However, cost and space limitations detract from marketability.
B. Rowing Models
Athletes and coaches have always sought methods for evaluating and predicting rowing performance. Physiological variables such as heart rate, lactate, and oxygen uptake are measured and analyzed in order to evaluate rowers and to predict
their potential [14]. Biomechanics of rowing is used to evaluate
the effectiveness of rowing gesture and to predict boat speed.
With respect to rowing dynamics, many models were proposed.
In 1925, Alexander [15] modeled the boat and the rower as
point masses, and the hydrodynamic forces (due to hull-water
and blades–water interaction) proportional to the square of the
water–hull relative speed. Alexander considered rower motion
to be known and expressed it as a function of time. Other onedimensional (1-D) models the rower as one or more masses
whose displacement depends on either time or oar angle and

forces are calculated (e.g., [16]) or prescribed (e.g., [17]). The
simple models of the average hull speed can be found in [18]
and [19]. A more complex 1-D model aimed at mimicking
recorded data and predicting the hull surge speed [20] accounts
for rowers’ limbs inertia and considers full kinematics of the
rower. Mola’s [21] six-degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) model accounts for the water–hull interaction and considers the rower as
composed of 12 parts whose masses and motion are prescribed.
Mola’s model assumes motion and forces to be known (but the
model allows for using direct measures of the supposed known
variables) and returns hull’s motion as result.
C. SPRINT System
1) System Components: This section provides a brief
overview of the SPRINT system to contextualize the study
shown in this paper.
SPRINT was designed in a modular way to allow for different
setups, Fig. 3 shows the SPRINT architecture.
The human interfaces are implemented in the Mechanics
module, that is designed to support kinematics and force rendering requirements. Fig. 4(a) shows the parts of this module
along with the DoFs provided and the regulations available. A
frame with two oars and a sliding seat meets the kinematics
constraints of outdoor rowing. The design supports differently
sized athletes. Switching from sculling to sweep rowing is accomplished by changing the oar (bolted to the frame), adjusting
the resistance, and setting the proper regulations. The SPRINT
system platform is fixed to the ground and it is different from
the outdoor rowing situation. Data (e.g., [14] and [22]) show
that the rowers center of mass moves at approximately constant speed, while the hull slides back and forth underneath. To
our knowledge, only simulators with simplified kinematics implement sliding platforms (e.g. [12]), whereas a fixed platform
has been adopted by more complex simulators (e.g., [13]). For
space, only the inboard of the oar is included. In this newer version of SPRINT. a mass-spring system replicates both the oar
weight and the hydrostatic vertical forces (see Section III-A).
With respect to force rendering, vertical forces are treated in
Section III-A. Horizontal forces are due to user–structure interaction from forces that the rower exerts on the hull and the
oars. Controlled brakes can accurately replicate the desired load
profiles, but they are expensive and require maintenance. Passive air or water-based devices are simpler and do not suffer
from overheating, but the force rendering and its regulation are
less accurate. The current design includes the Concept2 power
dissipation device, that we call PDD, which is composed of a
flywheel with a mounted fan. It supports autonomous oar units,
but introduces three issues. First, this PDD dissipates all of the
rowers work which is more suitable for sweep rowing but not
for sculling, where forces are about half for each oar. Second,
the fan blades are forward curved; therefore, only one direction
of rotation of the PDD is allowed. Third, the oars angular speed
is not suitable for the device and needs to be amplified. The first
issue was first addressed by providing the PDD with regulation
of the air flow. The latter two are solved by introducing a transmission system between the oar and the PDD. It is composed of
a bevel gear and a two-stages coaxial planetary gearbox. Bevel
gears allows a 90 ◦ rotation of the motion axis in order to reduce
the overall size of the mechanics, a first transmission ratio of
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SPRINT architecture.

A model of the PDD dynamics was developed and verified to
check its usability in SPRINT. It is described in [23] and briefly
summarized here. The torque Ct needed to move the PDD is
Ct = Cf + Ci

(1)

where Cf and Ci are the resisting torque due to, respectively,
the airflow and the flywheel inertia:
Cf = cq θ̇2 + cv θ̇ + cc

Fig. 4. Mechanics module. (a) Frame connects oar units with the rail. Devices for force rendering (power dissipation device, counterbalance weights,
and spring) are represented in the scheme. (b) Transmission system of the
SPRINT system. Left and right sides required different setups to use the same
PDD. Nomenclature: α, ϕ, and γ are the DoFs of the oar; m c is the total mass
of the counterbalance weights. τ 1 and τ 2 are the transmission ratios of the bevel
gear and the planetary gearbox respectively.

τ1 = 4, and to adapt the oar’s direction of rotation to the PDD.
The planetary gearbox provides a further τ2 = 16 transmission
ratio in order to solve the third problem [see Fig. 4(b)].

and

Ci = Ip dd θ̈

(2)

where θ is the PDD’s rotation angle, c are the coefficients dependent on the geometry (see [23] for details), and Ip dd is the
flywheel moment of inertia. The model assumptions (see [23])
make Cf expression valid for θ̇ > 40 rad/s, that is common PDD
operating conditions. How the torque Ct is related to user’s force
F is described in Section III-B.
The mechanics itself houses some of the sensors composing
the sensing module, which is made of many devices (see [24]
for details). Several sensing setups are available, for the scope of
this study we mention the four encoders that capture oars’ α and
ϕ angles [represented in Fig. 4 and formally defined in (23)], the
two encoders that read fans’ speeds and an infrared sensor that
captures the seat position. The Vicon system (VICON OMG Plc,
Oxford, U.K) is integrated with SPRINT to capture shoulders,
elbows and wrists positions.
The Data Analysis and Modeling module supports the model
of the (PDD, models for the rowing simulation, performance
evaluation, and feedback. The PDD model provides an estimation of the force exerted by the rower. The boat model estimates hull motion, human–machine interaction forces, and
articular loads. Performance analysis addresses technique analysis [3], [25], energy expenditure [4], and team coordination [5].
The training manager, tailored by the rower or the coach, triggers
and manages the feedback according to the training protocol and
the performance analysis. Visual information can be displayed
on a screen or projected in a 3-D environment such as a CAVE
(CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment) [26]. The boat models
are used for driving the boats, the oars, and any virtual teammates or opponents [27]. Raw and processed data, the training
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ho the height of the oarlock from the waterline, and hb the blade
height (see Fig. 5), we have
α0 =

ho − hb
lo

and

αe =

ho
.
lo

(4)

When α < α0 , we have Fs = Fb = 0, this condition sets the
correct counterbalance weights. Let now lc be the distance between the SPRINT oarlock and the regulation mass mc (see
Fig. 4), and mi be the SPRINT oar mass and r the SPRINT oar
inboard, then mc is given by
Fig. 5. Scheme and nomenclature for the vertical forces model. F v , F W , F s
and F b are the force on the hand, the oar weight, the hydrostatic force on the
immersed oar shaft and the force on the immersed blade respectively. li , lo ,
lw and ls are the oar inboard, the oar outboard, the immersed shaft length and
the distance of the oar Center of Gravity (CoG) from the oarlock along the oar
respectively. di , dw , ds and db are the distances of Fv , FW , Fs , and Fb from
the oarlock in the water plane. h o is the height of the oarlock from the waterline.
h b and w b are the blade height and width respectively.

session procedure, and the feedback activation are recorded and
can be retrieved [28].
Vibrotactile, auditory, and visual feedback modalities were
studied [29] and are now used. Vibrating motors are mounted
on body limbs to convey information about the technique. Both
single tones and simulated outdoor rowing noises are auditory
cues used for correcting technique faults and for the realism.
Haptic feedback is provided by the Mechanics module, discussed next.
2) Evaluation of the SPRINT System: Preliminary assessment of the system’s training capabilities were carried out by
means of several experiments (e.g. [3], [4], [25], and [5]). Those
experiments required the first version of SPRINT as it is described in [5], [23], and [24]. This new version of SPRINT
focuses on the development of force rendering for outdoor rowing as it is configurable to support both sculling and sweep
rowing. The following two sections present models for force
rendering and rowing dynamics. Subjective ratings from expert
and intermediate rowers and a comparison of rowing data from
actual rowing and the SPRINT are used as a proof of concept
evaluation of the human–machine interface.
III. FORCE RENDERING
This section presents the improvements of SPRINT related to
vertical and horizontal force rendering.

mc =

FW lW − 12 mi gr
.
g lc

(5)

If α ≥ α0 , hydrostatic forces are

0
α0 ≤ α < αe
Fs =
ρw Vs g α ≥ αe
⎧
α − α0
⎨ ρw Vb g
α0 ≤ α < αe
α
e − α0
Fb =
⎩
ρw Vb g
α ≥ αe
where ρw is the water density, Vs and Vb are the shaft’s and
the blade’s immersed volumes, respectively. When α > αe , the
blade’s immersed volume is constant whereas the shaft’s has to
be calculated. Within the typical ranges of α the section Ss of
the immersed oar is almost uniform, then
Ss ho
(6)
sin α
ls being the length of the immersed oar shaft.
By putting FW = 0 in (3), we obtain the contribution of
hydrostatic forces [real force line in Fig. 6(c)] to Fv . It depends
linearly on α when α0 ≤ α < αe , it is proportional to − sin1 α
when α > αe . Such a force profile is well approximated by
using a spring. Fig. 6 shows the counterbalance weights and the
spring that was added to SPRINT along with its contribution
to Fv depending on α. Fig. 6(c) shows Fv due to hydrostatic
effects (i.e., when FW = 0) in outdoor rowing against Fv due to
the spring force in SPRINT. Such forces are almost equal when
α0 < α < αf being equal, when α = α0 , and when α = αf . Fv
due to the spring is greater than hydrostatic forces contribution
when α > αf . The rendered force is hence bigger than outdoor rowing when blades are immersed too far, i.e., the system
provides an amplified feedback when error exceeds αf − αe .
Since αf depends on the spring setting, rendered force can be
adjusted by setting spring’s initial position and compression.
V s = S s ls = S s lo −

A. Vertical Forces
In steady conditions, vertical forces on the oar depend only on
gravity and water hydrostatic force and in working conditions
this assumption is not strong (see Appendix A). According to
the notation shown in Fig. 5, vertical force perceived on the
hand in out-door rowing is
Fv =

FW d W − Fs d s − Fb d b
.
di

(3)

FW and Fs contribution to Fv depends on the blade and the shaft
being immersed. We define α0 the value of the α angle when
the blade hits the water, and αe the correct entry angle. When
α > αe , the oar shaft is immersed. Given lo the oar outboard,

B. Horizontal Forces
Horizontal forces are provided by the PDD whose dynamics model is recalled in Section II-C1. Given the model of
equation (2), the PDD has been assessed on the SPRINT platform with regard to the regulations for the required load ranges
for sculling and sweep rowing. Load cells were mounted and
calibrated on the shaft of the oarlock to measure horizontal
hand force F thus allowing us to assess transmission system
efficiency ηt . Given the PDD torque Ct [see (1)], F is estimated
as
τ1 τ2 ηt Ct
(7)
F =
r
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Fig. 7. World and local frames of the boat models. Frame (O w , X, Y, Z ) is
fixed, boat pitch ψ is also represented. Frame (H, x, y, z) is attached to the hull,
centered in the hull CoG having x aligned to the seat rail pointing the stern and
z along the oarlocks pointing the left gate.

Fig. 6. Vertical forces. (a) Blade is out of the water and the spring is relaxed
(α < α 0 ). (b) Deep entry (α > α e ), both the blade and the shaft are immersed.
(c) Hydrostatic and spring contributions to Fv , the amplified feedback is reported. Fv , Fo , Fw , Fs , and Fb are forces on the handle, from the oarlock, the
oar weight, on the shaft, and on the blade.

see Section II-C1 and Fig. 4 for τ1 , τ2 , and r definition. After
measuring θ̇ (i.e., Ct ) and F in different working conditions, ηt
was calculated by fitting (7) to have the least-squares error in
the most common range of speed (θ̇ ∈ [90, 160] rad/s). Once ηt
was determined, load cells were not needed anymore to measure
F , that is estimated given PDD speed θ̇ based on (1) and (7).
Three flywheels are now available for large load’s changes,
whereas small tuning is obtained by setting the inflow and the
outflow of the air in the PDD. These regulations support suitable
forces for both sculling and sweep rowing.
IV. ROWING DYNAMICS
Three models (hull, oars, and rowers) are merged to create a boat model that estimates boat motion based on users
performance on the SPRINT platform. The three are lumpedparameters models, where pressures and volume forces are substituted with specific force-moments equivalent systems. In particular, seat and hand position with respect to the hull as well
as forces exerted on the handles are the input for the models.
All inertial and geometrical properties are known parameters as
they are either measured or taken from tables. The model outputs include hull speed useful for determining the race elapsed

time. Other important features are the boat secondary motions
that can be used to rate technique and to calculate the energy that
is wasted without increasing the boat speed. Interaction forces
of the rower with the interfaces as well as joint loads are useful
to establish whether the effort was exerted in a correct way.
In the following vectors will be written in bold, the magnitude
of a vector vP will be written as vP , whereas its components
with respect to an axis i will be written as vP ,i . Two orthonormal
reference systems are hereby defined along with corresponding unit vectors, the fixed inertial world frame (Ow , X, Y, Z),
with associated unit vectors eX , eY , eZ , and the local frame
(H, x, y, z) with associated unit vectors ex , ey , ez , both shown
in Fig. 7. The former’s origin is on the water plane where the
X-axis is horizontal directed toward hull’s surge motion and Y
is vertical directed toward the sky. The latter’s origin is placed
on the boat CoG, its x-axis is directed toward the stern along the
seat rail, y is directed toward the sky. According to these systems, we define pI is the position of point I in the (O, X, Y, Z)
system and pIJ is the displacement from point I to point J in the
same system. Similarly, pi and pij are defined for the positions
in the (H, x, y, z) system.
A. Hull Model
The boat model considers hull as a 3-DoFs rigid body: the
only possible displacement is in the (X, Y ) plane, whereas the
only rotation is the pitch ψ around the Z-axis. Typically, rowing models account for X displacement only and they do not
consider that immersed volume and wet surface vary with time
(hull geometry variability, HGV from now on).
Environmental factors such as wind and waves are not included in the model. Yaw and roll are neglected because the
platform is fixed and they cannot be controlled by the user and
fed back. In outdoor rowing, yaw is easily controlled by the
rower to orient the boat stern in the water plane; moreover, the
boat trajectory is straight during a race. Roll is an important
component for training because it requires balance and posture
control skills and it is not trivial. However, since an haptic feedback would be required to simulate hull’s instability, this DoF
was neglected both in the platform and in the model. Heave and
pitch were kept to provide performance indicators.
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where C is constant and v is defined by (12).
In the our approach, a key difference between (10) and (11)
is that we take into account that the wet surfaces and immersed
volume vary with time, as shown by (13), (15), (17), (18), and
(19). Defined
v = ṗH ex

(12)

the boat speed along ex , R contributions are shown. The skin
drag is calculated according to [31]
1
ρw cs Γs v 2 ex
2
where Γs is the total wet surface of the hull
Rs =

Fig. 8. Free body diagram of the hull. Nomenclature: O, F , S, H , and B are
points representing the oarlocks, the feet, the seat, the hull CoG, and the hull
center of buoyancy, respectively. T . are the forces on the oarlocks, P is the
force on the foot-stretcher, Q is the force on the seat, A is the hydrostatic force
on the hull, W h is the hull weight, R is the resultant drag force on the hull,
M f is the resultant pitch moment due to drag actions.

Fig. 8 shows the free body diagram of the hull along with external forces due to the crew, the oars and the water. Momentum
balance equations for the hull are
⎧
⎪
⎨ mh p̈H = Tr + Tl + P + Q + R + A + Wh
IH,Z ψ̈ ez = pHF × P + pHO × (Tl + Tr )
(8)
⎪
⎩
+ pHS × Q + pHB × A + Mf
where H is the CoG of the hull, B is the center of buoyancy of
the hull, O the oarlocks centers, F the point of the foot-stretcher,
where the feet push and S is the pelvis center. All these points are
projected in the (X, Y ) plane. Although F is steady in SPRINT,
as the platform is fixed to the ground, in this model F moves
as the hull does. T are the forces oars exert on oarlocks, P and
Q are the forces the rower applies on the foot-stretcher and the
seat, R and Mf are resulting force and moment of drag actions
on the hull, A is the hydrostatic force due to hull’s immersed
volume and Wh is the hull’s weight. Forces T, P, and Q will be
written as part of oars’ and rower’s balance, whereas forces A,
R, and moment Mf , due to water–hull interaction, are described
in the following.
Given water density ρw and hull immersed volume Vim m ,
hydrostatic force A is
A = ρw g Vim m eZ .

(9)

Moment Mﬂu of the drag actions was neglected as not relevant with respect to other contributions.
The resultant force R was broken down as the sum of four
contributions [30]:
R = Rs + Rf + Rw + Ra .

(10)

Rs , Rf , Rw , and Ra represent, respectively, skin resistance
due the friction of the water flowing on the hull’s surface (that
is worth 80% of R), the form resistance, the force needed for
generating waves and the drag force due to the rowers and hull
passing through the air. Since the main contribution is from
Rs (roughly 80%), many models (e.g., [19], [20]) estimated
R = kef Rs , where kef accounts for form and wave resistance.
Then, Rs is estimated as
Rs = C v 2

(11)

cs =

0.075
[log Re − 2]2

and

Re =

(13)

vlh
μw

(14)

where Re is the Reynolds’ number, lh is the hull’s length along
ex , and μw is the dynamical viscosity of the water. The form
drag is [19], [32]
1
ρw cf Γs v 2 ex
2
where cf the form factor value for a rowing hull is
Rf =

cf = 0.0097(κﬁnish + κentry )cs ≈ 0.01cs .

(15)

(16)

and κ angles are entry and exit angles (in degrees) measured at
the waterline [32]. Wave drag is calculated as [33]
1
ρw cw Γw v 2 ex
(17)
2
where Γw is the square of the beam at the waterline. For a rowing
hull, a suitable value for the wave factor is cw = 0.03. Finally
air drag is [18]
Rw =

3

Ra = 0.02mv2 v 2 ex .

(18)

Therefore, (10) can be written as
R(t) = C(t)v 2 (t)ex

(19)

where
3
1
ρw [cs (t)Γs (t) + cf (t)Γs (t) + cw (t)Γw (t)] + 0.02mv2
2
(20)
and it depends on time.
Since exact calculation of HGV variables χ, i.e., Vim m , the
center of buoyancy B coordinates and the Γ surfaces, would be
demanding to be performed online, they were calculated offline
as functions of the hull’s DoFs. HGV variables are determined
by the intersection of the hull and the water plane, that depends
on hull’s pitch ψ and heave pH,Z . χ variables were numerically
calculated offline for a wide range of pitch and heave values. The
obtained data were fitted with third-order polynomials functions
of pitch and heave, thus obtaining, for each HGV variable χ

C(t) =

χ(pH,Z , ψ) =

3


aij piH,Z ψ j .

(21)

i,j = 0
i + j ≤3

These functions are implemented in the Data Analysis and Modeling module and allow for online HGV calculations with a
low computation load. Currently, the hull is approximated as
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a paraboloid (as it was done in [19]). However, our approach
allows for substituting the paraboloid with more refined models
of the hull or with data captured from laser scanning of the hull
without increasing the online computational load.
Foot, seat, and oarlock position are then written as functions
of the hull’s DoFs. Defined pIJ0 as pIJ when ψ = 0, we have
pIJ = RZ ,ψ pIJ0

(22)

where RZ ,ψ is defined according to Appendix B notation. Since
pIJ0 are the geometrical properties of the boat that are measured
during the hull setup, the latter equation reduces geometrical
unknown variables to ψ.

Fig. 9. Rower models kinematics along with nomenclature. The dashed line
represent a more realistic model including ankle rotation, and the solid line
shows the currently implemented model.

B. Oars Model
Oar orientations with respect to the hull is represented by the
angles α and ϕ (see Fig. 4) defined as
α = arcsin(pO H a,y /pO H a )
ϕr ig ht = atan2(pO H a,x , pO H a,z )
ϕlef t = π − atan2(pO H a,x , pO H a,z ).

(23)
(24)
(25)

Oars are modeled as rigid links. Blade slip and oar inertia
are neglected. The first accounts for the energy waste due to
blade–water interaction. The latter provides minor contribution
(see Appendix A). Oars balance equations are hence

0 = T + F + Fb
(26)
0 = pOHa × F + pOBl × Fb .
for each oar, where Ha is the hand and Bl is the center of the
blade. For the resolution of the above equations F is supposed
to be always horizontal and perpendicular to the oar shaft. F is
hence defined as a function of the estimated handle force F and
of ϕ:
⎡
⎤
F cos ϕ
⎦.
0
F=⎣
(27)
−F sin ϕ
Equation (26) then allows for calculating Tl and Tr .
C. Rower Model
The model of the rower was developed to estimate both external forces, namely P and Q, and joint torques. Inertial and
geometrical properties of the rower were established according
to [34]; such parameters can be either prompted or calculated
given rower’s height and weight.
The rower interface with the hull and the oars includes handles, seat, and the foot-stretcher (respectively, Ha, S, and F)
where F moves with the hull motion. Therefore hand, pelvis,
and feet motion is constrained to the oars and hull. The model
receives F and the positions of hands, shoulders, and seat as
inputs to calculate in real time P and Q as well as shoulders,
hip, and knee moments, respectively Ms (M21 in Fig. 10), Mh
(M32 in Fig. 10) and Mk (M45 in Fig. 10). When shoulders’ positions are not available, shoulders are considered to be aligned
to the seat along ey at a distance initially set by the user. Fig. 9
shows the kinematic scheme of the rower. This model is made
up of two kinematic chains for the lower and the upper body.

Fig. 10. Free body diagram of the rower. Gi is the CoG of the ith body, Pi the
center of the joint connecting i − 1th and ith body, Ek is the ith body’s point,
where external force Fki is applied, Fji and M ji are the force and the moment
body jth produces on body ith.

The first chain is a crank mechanism composed of the pelvis,
which only slides, thighs and calves. Whereas ankle rotation is
not modeled, displacement of the ankles was taken into account
as a variable, dependent on seat displacement, that affects thighs
and calves sizes, as shown in Fig. 9. Upper body is composed
of the back and the arms, arms inertia is neglected to avoid capturing elbows positions. Fig. 10 shows the free body diagrams
for the five bodies. Balance equations for the ith body are

⎧
mi p̈Gi = Fii−1 + Fii+1 +
Fik + Wi
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
Ii γ̈i = pG i Pi × Fii−1 + pG i Pi + 1 × Fii+1
(28)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
+
pG i Ek × Fik + Mii−1 + Mii+1 ez
⎩
k

where γ̈i is ith angular acceleration component along ez , Gi is
the CoG of the ith body, Pi the center of the joint connecting
i − 1th and ith body, Ek is the ith body’s point, where external
force Fik is applied, Fij and Mij are the force and the moment
body jth produces on body ith referred to as the connecting joint
center. Since pHHa , pHSh , and pHS are provided by the sensing
module, all geometrical variables of (28) are functions of the
(r )
captured signals and the hull’s DoFs. Once defined angles γi
(see Fig. 9) for the limbs’ orientations in the (H, x, y, z) frame,
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we have
(r )

γi = ψ + γi ,

γ̇i =
(r )

dγi
dt

and

γ̈i =

dγ̇i
.
dt

(r )

Equation (30) provides γthigh and γcalf :
⎧
⎨ (pHS − pHF ) ex = lc cos γ (r ) + lt cos γ (r )
calf
thigh
⎩ (p

HS

(29)

(r )

(r )

− pHF ) ey = lc sin γcalf − lt sin γthigh

(30)

therefore equation (28) provides a linear system to be solved
with the Fii−1 , Mii−1 , and Fik unknowns. The former two are
useful for evaluating stress of articulations; the latter two provide
P and Q.
V. SYSTEM EVALUATION
A. Methods
Two experiments were carried out to evaluate SPRINT.
In the first experiment, eight rowers (average age 18.37,
SD 4.78) with several years of practice (average 7.37, SD 4.44)
were asked to row on the SPRINT platform in the two rowing
styles (sculling and sweep rowing). Load settings were tuned for
sweep rowing. Participants were asked to row at different paces,
from the warm-up pace (slow) to race start pace (high). When
rowing they were shown the VE and numerical information of
the simulated boat speed and of their stroke pace. Then, they
were asked to rate the system on a 7-Likert scale composed of
17 items. Here are reported only the seven ones regarding the
simulation part:
1) the platform allows for rowing as in the common rowing
boats;
2) the load was too high when sculling;
3) the load was too high when sweep rowing;
4) I have not enough references to select the oar trajectory;
5) the platform is too noisy;
6) the platform is too big;
7) the simulator is suitable for a rowing club.
In the second experiment, one expert and one intermediate
rowers (aged 23 and 28, respectively) rowed on the SPRINT
platform, tuned for sculling, and on the instrumented boat. They
were asked to carry out the same task and protocol on both
platforms: after a calibration and a familiarization phase, they
were asked to row for 1 min at low stroke pace (21 spm) and
at high pace (30 spm). Both rowers were asked to focus on
technique accuracy rather than on the boat speed. On-water data
were gathered by means of a single scull provided with sensors
and an embedded PC for storage and power supply. Oars angles,
seat displacement, as well as hull speed were captured in order
to evaluate rower performance.
Hull speed and rower-interface interaction forces were considered, in particular when varying participant’s expertise and
strokes pace. Overall values of the selected variables were
checked to be consistent and, for each variable y, a regularity score λ(y) was calculated. Given a time dependent variable
y(t) (e.g., hull’s speed over several strokes), it is first segmented
by stroke. Then, each stroke is decomposed in a suitable fixed
number n of bins. Corresponding bins from different strokes
compose a cluster Yi with i in 1, . . . , n, each containing several
samples belonging to different strokes. For example, if y is a

Fig. 11.

Boxplots of the rowers’ answers.

recording of the hull’s speed y(t) over 15 strokes sampled at
100 Hz and each stroke is divided into 100 clusters, y will be
represented by the set of 100 clusters Yi , each one composed
of 15 by 10 samples. This operation allow us to represent the
sampled y in the rowing cycle domain (i.e., Yi ) rather than in the
time domain (i.e., y(t) as it is captured), to support stroke comparison. Since Yi is a set of samples (whereas y(t) is a number
or at most a vector), a synthesis of the clusters Yi is required to
compare rower performances. Since regularity was sought out
of data, the coefficient of variation (CV) of each cluster was
calculated as
σY
zi = i
(31)
Ȳi
where σY i and Ȳi are the standard deviation and the mean of Yi .
Finally, the regularity index for y was defined as
λ(y) = z̄, where z = [z1 , . . . , zn ]

(32)

that is the average of the CV over the the whole rowing cycle.
B. Results
1) First Experiment Questionnaire: Fig. 11 shows the boxplots of the answers. Score 1 means that the participant totally
disagrees with the statement, whereas 7 means the participant
totally agrees with the sentence.
All rowers but one stated that the platform allows for rowing
as outdoors, that is the simulator is considered to replicate outdoor rowing. The load in sculling was perceived as too heavy,
as was expected because the system was configured for sweep
rowing. The third question reveals the value of the load setting.
Although some features available in outdoor rowing were missing (e.g., the rigger), rowers did not miss references (except
one) to select the oar trajectory. The latter questions were more
related to the comfort and the usability of the system. The platform was not perceived as noisy, whereas it was considered too
big. Finally, all the rowers agreed that the platform is suitable
for a rowing training club.
2) Boat Model Assessment From the Second Experiment:
We present qualitatively the output of the model itself, then we
show a comparison of the SPRINT’s output with outdoor rowing
data.
The qualitative description of the model output concerns first
hull motion, then forces and moments. With respect to hull
motion, Fig. 12 shows hull’s surge speed along with hull’s surge
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Fig. 12. One stroke performed by an expert rower rowing at 30 spm on the
SPRINT platform.

acceleration, force on the handle F , and ϕ angle. Data are from
one stroke performed by the expert rowing at high pace. At catch
the rower is switching direction of motion thus accelerating in
the ex positive direction. This causes the hull to be pushed
in the opposite direction. At the same time forces exerted on
the handles are still small. Therefore, boat speed decreases in
this phase and acceleration reaches its minimum. Then, rower
acceleration decreases during the drive phase, whereas forces
on the handles increase. In this phase, the hull acceleration is
maximum and the boat speed quickly increases. During the drive
resistant force R increases with the hull speed. At the same time
leg action decrease is aided by the back push; then, total force
F drops toward zero as the finish phase approaches and only
arms propel the boat. Therefore, from the drive beginning boat
acceleration decreases and it is almost zero at the finish, thus
explaining the speed peak at the end of the drive. After the
finish only the rower’s inertia and friction act and acceleration
turns either negative or positive depending on the balance of
such forces. In this phase, rowers have the chance to manage
their recovery in order to optimize hull speed profile. At high
pace inertia usually overtakes friction and a second peak of hull
speed happens at half of the recovery phase (e.g., see 80% of the
rowing cycle of Fig. 12). At low pace inertia balances friction,
hence the hull speed is almost constant during recovery.
We focus now on the foot-stretcher force P, on the seat force
Q, and on the knee, hips, and shoulders moments. Fig. 13 shows
foot-stretcher force on the rower, in particular the component
along surge direction (that is Px ) during the rowing cycle for an
intermediate and an expert rowers. At the catch Px is positive
(thus decelerating the hull); in this phase pressure on the footstretcher makes the rower accelerate in the surge direction. After
the catch, the rower’s acceleration decreases, but Px increases
to balance force on the oars’ handles. Then, during the late drive
and the finish phase, Px decreases as F does. When blades are
pulled out from the water P is determined only by the rower’s
inertia; hence, Px is negative during recovery as the rower moves
toward the stern. Fig. 14 shows foot-stretcher and seat forces (Py
and Qy ) for an intermediate and an expert rowers. During the
first part of the recovery phase vertical force on the foot-stretcher
is almost zero and the rower’s weight is totally borne by the seat.
As the rower approaches the catch position, vertical force on the
foot-stretcher increases; at the same time the load on the seat is
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Fig. 13. Average of horizontal force P x along with one STD band around
average for an intermediate and an expert rowers.

Fig. 14. Average of P y (shown by the dashed line) and Q (shown by the solid
line) forces for an intermediate and an expert rowers.

reduced. At the catch, rowers start pushing with their legs with
Py increasing and Qy decreasing. During the drive phase, Py is
still at its highest values. In this phase, the rower has to behave
as a kinetic chain that conveys forces between the foot-stretcher
and the oars, this behavior is typically considered a correct
technique indicator. From this point of view, Fig. 14 shows the
expert rower to be more skilled than the intermediate one as, for
the expert rower, Py is greater than Qy beginning at the catch
and throughout the drive phase. Conversely, the intermediate
rower does not reduce the load on the seat as much and for as
much time as the expert rower does. Finally, we report model
estimation of shoulders, hip, and knee loads (respectively, Ms ,
Mh , and Mk ) that are shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 16 shows average profiles of boat speed for different
pace, device, and expertise conditions. Pace influences drag
and inertial forces balance during recovery: at low pace speed
is generally lower than at high pace, hence friction, roughly
proportional to surge speed square, is lower as well. Nonetheless
surge speed is almost constant, thus meaning small acceleration
of the rower. Instead, at high pace, surge speed has a second
speed peak in the late recovery, that is larger acceleration of the
rower. Therefore, these rowers manage differently their inertia
depending on pace and this difference is correctly tracked by
the system.
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Average of M s , M h , and M k along with one STD band around averages for an expert rower and an intermediate rower rowing at high pace.

Fig. 16. Average of hull surge speed along with one STD band around average and minimum and maximum speed bands. All expertise, device, and pace
conditions are reported. Stroke phases are approximately as follows: catch 0–10%, drive 10–45%, finish 45–55%. (a) On–water Expert low pace. (b) On–water
Intermediate low pace. (c) On–water Expert high pace. (d) On–water Intermediate high pace. (e) SPRINT Expert low pace. (f) SPRINT Intermediate low pace.
(g) SPRINT Expert high pace. (h) SPRINT Intermediate high pace.

Focusing now on expertise, we see that hull dynamics key
features of an intermediate rower are similar to the expert’s
ones, but intermediate rower’s performance is less regular than
expert’s. Fig. 16 includes λv for each condition. As expected,
intermediate rower’s variability is bigger than expert rower’s
one regardless the pace and the device.
VI. DISCUSSION
Evaluation involved both an overall assessment of SPRINT
and a specific assessment of the boat dynamics models.
Results of the questionnaire generally suggest a positive feeling of expert and intermediate rowers toward this new system
both for how it simulates outdoor rowing and as a training tool.
The intensive use of the Concept2 ergometer is a factor that must
be taken into account when analyzing these results: answers to
questions 2, 3, 5, and 6 indeed may have been influenced by
this comparison. SPRINT was not found to be too noisy despite
the PDD noise, this answers reveal that the mechanics noise
is not disturbing when compared with actual Concept2 PDD’s.
Conversely, SPRINT was found quite big (it is almost the same
length of Concept2 ergometer, but it is much larger, 1.8 m against
0.6 m). Although SPRINT and the Concept2 ergometer have a
different kinematics, in particular in case of sweep rowing (that
is not symmetrical), the answers about load seem influenced
by the comparison with Concept2 ergometer. No rowers indeed
had doubts about the correctness of sweep rowing load, even if
it is promising for the goodness of the haptic feedback, we must

consider that in case of sweep rowing the load perceived is the
same of the Concept2 ergometer. According to sweep rowing
answers, it was expected that rowers found load too heavy when
sculling, but question 2 answers were not so sharp: most of the
rowers found load too high, but for some it was not. We finally
report that, although questions 2 and 3 do not clarify whether
the load was too low, any rower reported it. In the second experiment rowers tuned load and stated it was good for sculling.
Moreover, a qualitative comparison of SPRINT force profiles
and force profiles retrieved from the literature, obtained in both
on-boat tests (e.g., [35]) and tests on the Concept2 ergometer
(e.g., [36]), show that the force rendered by the system is suitable
for rowing training.
Vertical force rendering is also important to simulate outdoor
rowing, and it is critical when refining rowing technique. The
spring mechanism supports correctly vertical force rendering.
As the assumptions of the vertical force model are not strong
within the common range of oar speed, we did not carry out
specific validation activities. Anyway, rowers of the second experiment were asked before and after the experiment and they
found vertical force to be suitably simulated once tuned the
spring.
The boat dynamics models rely on several assumptions that
required a direct comparison with on-boat data to assess the
correctness of the results. The ideal validation process would require to provide the SPRINT platform and outdoor rowing boat
with the same input, that is the same athletes exerting exactly
the same performance with the same environmental conditions.
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It is not possible for several reasons: first, SPRINT indeed
does not have all the features of a rowing boat moving on the
water. Second, environmental conditions (e.g., water stream,
wind, and waves) of two trials are not the same. Third, if even
these differences were negligible, athletes can not carry out
twice the same performance. This is why most of the validation
processes of other known models are qualitative, or the models
themselves aim at mimicking outdoor rowing captured data. The
last solution is good for the model accuracy, but it is detrimental
for its usability, as it requires users to perform outdoor rowing
session to calibrate the system.
Hull motion output, qualitatively described in Section V-B2,
presents the features that are expected and is sensitive to pace
variations. The obtained results are consistent with hull speed
profiles that we found in the literature (e.g. [14], [22], and [20]).
The models of the rower and of the oars rely also on some assumptions. For example, a more realistic model of lower limbs
should include the rotational DoF of the ankle, that was considered only indirectly, by changing the calf’s length according
to the seat position to reduce the problem dimensionality and
simplify the requirements for sensing. Forces on the interfaces
and articular loads results suggest that these assumptions are
not detrimental for the estimation. Estimated forces and articular loads are indeed in accordance with measurements reported
in [36] (see Figs. 2 and 3), except for the hips and knee moments. Since the experiment reported in [36] was carried out on
a Concept2 ergometer, the difference may be due to the hands
height with respect to knees and hips.
Focusing now on expertise, the model output provides some
features of skilled behavior (e.g., from Px profiles) that are
promising for scoring the user expertise. In particular, the regularity indices always discriminated expertise in the presented
examples. On-water performance variability is larger than with
SPRINT because of hull stability, waves and other factors that
affect performance. However, the index appears to be sensitive enough to distinguish intermediate and expert performance
regardless the device, thus being promising for intermediate
rowers training. Although we did not run a sufficient number of
subjects for concluding λ values to be expertise scores, this proof
of concept validation promotes further analysis of such indices.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the models and the mechanical solutions aimed at improving the SPRINT system. Models for force
rendering supported suitable force rendering in the usual operating conditions especially thanks to the regulations they are
provided with. The model of the boat has given consistent and
stable results regarding hull’s motion, forces on the interfaces,
and rower’s inner forces. Moreover, these models have revealed
to be promising to provide features that aimed at distinguishing
experts and intermediate rowers, thus being suitable for high
level training. This study is the basis for an enhancement of
the rowers performance evaluation based on rowing dynamics.
Since our final goal is to assess SPRINT training capabilities,
a deeper knowledge of rowers performance outcome will allow us to enhance the training evaluation activities presented
in the works cited in Sections I and in II for both novice and
intermediate rowers.
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Fig. 17. Difference of forces due to oar inertia in outdoor rowing and on
SPRINT.

APPENDIX
A. Oar Dynamics Effects
Dynamics effects that were not implemented are due to oar
inertia and oar-water interaction. We took into account oars
inertia and its effects on the system dynamics. We define Ir G
the outdoor rowing oars inertia matrix referred to oar CoG and
a coordinate system that has s-axis aligned with the oar shaft
and n-and t-axes to compose a Cartesian right/handed frame.
The inertia matrix for the SPRINTs oar referred to its center
of rotation O and the same s, n, and t axes is IsO . Given oars
angles we then have that the angular velocity and acceleration
are
⎡
⎡
⎤
⎤
− cos ϕ α̇
sin ϕ α̇ ϕ̇ − cos ϕ α̈
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
ωo = ⎣
ϕ̇
ϕ̈
⎦ and ω̇o = ⎣
⎦ (33)
sin ϕ α̇

cos ϕ α̇ ϕ̇ + sin ϕ α̈

Then, we have that the force Fo perceived due to rotational
inertial effect is given by the equations
S(OHa)Fo = (Ry ,ϕ Rx,α )T IsO Ry ,ϕ Rx,α ω̇o and (34)
S(GHa)Fo = (Ry ,ϕ Rx,α )T Ir G Ry ,ϕ Rx,α ω̇o

(35)

for the SPRINT oar and the outdoor rowing boat oar, respectively
(see Appendix B for rotation matrices R definition). Highest values of Fo are obtained at highest speed (36–38 spm). Fig. 17
shows Fo difference for the three components. The difference
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between “real” and “SPRINT” perceived forces due to inertia
Fo is always smaller than 5 N in the vertical component and
20 N in the horizontal components. Such result supports assumptions on oar inertia. During the blade immersion, the vertical force generated is negligible, drag force is generated by a
small surface, and also skin force is small as the blade is almost
flat. Bigger forces that may be generated on the shaft in fast and
deep entry were not modeled.
B. Rotation Matrices
Given a Cartesian frame (O,x,y,z) and given cδ and sδ the
cosine and the sine of the angle δ we define
⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
0 sδ
1 0
0
cδ
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
1 0 ⎦ and
Rx,δ = ⎣ 0 cδ −sδ ⎦ , Ry ,δ = ⎣ 0
⎡

Rz ,δ

0 sδ

cδ
⎢
= ⎣ sδ
0

cδ

−sδ

0

⎤

cδ

⎥
0⎦

0

1

−sδ

0

cδ

the rotation matrices by δ about axes x, y, and z, respectively.
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